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Abstract 
Let X be a topological space and A its subspace. The following problem posed by Przymusidski 
in 1983 remains open: for a nondiscrete metric space Y is it true that A x Y is C*-embedded 
in X x Y iff A x Y is C-embedded in X x Y? In this paper first we prove that this problem 
is affirmative in case of nondiscrete metrizable Y with Y = Y*, which contains therefore the 
cases that Y is the Bake zero-dimensional metric space B(K), Hilbert space RN0 and J(K)““, 
where J(n) is a hedgehog of n spines. Secondly, we discuss some results of equivalence between 
C*-embedding (or C-embedding) and P-embedding of A x Y in X x Y in case of Y being a 
paracompact C- or u-space. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper by a space we mean a topological space. A subspace A of a 
space X is said to be C*-embedded (respectively C-embedded) in X if every bounded 
real-valued (respectively real-valued) continuous function on A can be extended to a 
continuous function over X. For an infinite cardinal number y, A is said to be Pr- 
embedded in X if for every locally finite cozero-set cover U of A with Card .?4 < y there 
exists a locally finite cozero-set cover V of X such that V n A (= {V n A 1 V E V}) < 
(= refines) U; A is P-embedded in X if A is Pr-embedded in X for every y. It is 
known that PNo-embedding coincides with C-embedding. As for the basic descriptions 
of these embeddings we will refer the reader to A16 and Shapiro [l] (or [2]). 
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Morita and Hoshina [6] and Przymusinski [lo], independently, proved that for a com- 
pact Hausdorff space Y, A x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y iff A is Pw(Y)-embedded 
in X, where w(Y) denotes the weight of Y. For the case of Y being metrizable the 
following problem was posed by Przymusidski [l 11 (see [2, Problem 4.4]), but remains 
open: 
Let Y be nondiscrete metrizable. Assume A x Y is F-embedded in X x Y. Then must 
A x Y be C-embedded in X x Y? 
Subsequently, WaSko [12] further asked whether A x Y is P-embedded in X x Y if in 
the above problem we assume A is P-embedded in X, which is, however, also unsolved 
yet; note that if the C-embedding case is positive, then so is the P-embedding case since 
it is proved by WaSko [ 121 that if Y is metrizable and A is P-embedded in X, then the 
C-embedding of A x Y in X x Y implies its P-embedding in X x Y. Concerning Przy- 
musidski’s problem, Ohta in [8] and recently the second author in [ 131 obtained some 
partial results. Moreover in the same paper [ 131 the second author discussed a situation 
similar to above for the case of X being a normal P-space in the sense of Morita [3] 
and Y a paracompact C- or g-space (see Sections 2 and 3 below). 
In this paper, along the same lines as in [8] or [ 131 some results will be proved; in 
Section 2 we obtain a partial answer to Przymusidski’s problem for certain metric spaces 
Y and in Section 3 we obtain two results: one asserts the equivalence of C*-embedding 
and P-embedding of A x Y in X x Y for a collectionwise normal C-space X and a 
paracompact C-space Y, which gives a partial answer to a question given in [ 131, and the 
other extends the above result of WaSko to the case of Y being a paracompact a-space. 
Finally in Section 4, using our method of Section 3 we prove a theorem concerning 
normality of products, which includes a recent result of Yang [14]. 
2. Spaces Y with Y = Y2 
In [S] Ohta discussed Przymusibski’s problem for the case that A is closed in X and Y 
is Baire’s zero-dimensional metric space B(K), the product of countably many copies of 
a discrete space of cardinality 6 > No, where he proved that C*-embedding of A x B(n) 
in X x B(K) implies C-embedding of A in X and another suitable condition on A, 
and, with an additional assumption on A, the latter imply C-embedding of A x Y in 
X x Y; but in his proof no comment can be seen whether C*-embedding of A x B(K) 
in X x B(K) directly implies its C-embedding in X x B(K). This result contains, in 
particular, that assuming A is closed in X Przymusifiski’s problem is yes for Y being the 
space of irrationals. On the other hand, in [ 131 it is shown that the problem is also yes 
for Y being a a-locally compact metric space, therefore, in particular, for Y being the 
space of rationals. Recently in his letter to the second author, Ohta suggested to study 
this problem in the case that Y is the Hilbert space RNo. 
In this section we obtain the following results which include an affirmative answer to 
the problem above for a wider class of spaces Y containing B(K), RNO, or more generally 
Jo”, where J(K) is a hedgehog of K spines. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let Y be a Tychonoff space which is homeomorphic to Y x Y and contains 
an injinite compact subset K. Let X be a space and A its subspace. If A x Y is C*- 
embedded in X x Y then A x Y is Pw(K)-embedded in X x Y, where w(K) denotes 
weight of K. 
Proof. Since K is compact, by [5] (see [2, Lemma 4.4]), A x Y x K is C*-embedded 
in A x Y x Y. Assume A x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y. Since Y = Y x Y, it follows 
that A x Y x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y x Y. Therefore A x Y x K is C*-embedded 
in X x Y x Y, so is in X x Y x K. Thus, by [6] or [lo], A x Y is Pw(K)-embedded 
inXxY. 0 
For an infinite cardinal number y let YY denote the product of y-copies of Y. 
Theorem 2.2. Let Y be a Tychonoff space which contains at least two points. Let X be 
a space and A its subspace. If A x YY is C*-embedded in X x YY, then A x YY is 
PY-embedded in X x YY. 
Proof. Since YY contains homeomorphically DY, where D = (0, 1 }, Theorem 2.2 read- 
ily follows from Theorem 2.1. 0 
Corollary 2.3. Let Y be B(K), RN0 or J(Is)~‘J. Let X be a space and A its subspace. rf‘ 
A x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y, then A x Y is C-embedded in X x Y. 
Remark. Let A4 be a Michael line. Then Q, the set of rationals, is closed in M. Let P 
be the space of irrationals. Our proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the proof given in the 
example due to Morita [5], where it is shown that Q x II” is not C*-embedded in M x IED. 
3. (F-embedding or C-embedding versus P-embedding 
We assume here that all spaces in the following are Hausdorff. N denotes the set of 
all natural numbers. 
First let us recall C-spaces [7]. Let Y be a C-space. Then by [7], Y has the sequence, 
called a C-net, {E, 1 R E N} of locally finite closed covers of Y which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(a) &, is written as {E(cYI~ . , a,) 1 ~1,. . . ,a, E 52) with an index set R. 
(b) E(o,, . . , an) = U{JqQl, ‘. .1 Qn, a,+~) 1 a,+~ E f2) forckr,...:o, E R. 
(c) For every y E Y, C(y) is countably compact, and there exists a sequence CYI , ~2, 
. . E R such that C(y) c V with V open implies C(y) c E(cq, . . , cv,) c V 
for some n E W, where C(y) = n{E 1 y E E E 8%: n E N}. Here we call the 
collection {E(cxl, . . . ~ a,) I n E N} a local net of C(y). 
We recall here that every C-space is a P-space [7]. 
In [ 131 the second author proved the following theorem: 
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Theorem 3.1. Let X be a normal P-space and A be C-embedded in X. Let Y be a 
paracompact C-space. Then A x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y iff A x Y is C-embedded 
in X X Y. 
In view of this theorem it was asked in [ 131 whether, assuming further in Theorem 3.1 
that A is P-embedded in X, C*-embedding (or equivalently C-embedding) of A x Y in 
X x Y implies P-embedding of A x Y in X x Y. Relating to this question we prove 
the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a collectionwise normal C-space and A its P-embedded subset. 
Let Y be a paracompact C-space. Then A x Y is (?-embedded in X x Y iff A x Y is 
P-embedded in X x Y. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show the “only if” part. Assume that A x Y is C*-embedded 
in X x Y. Then by Theorem 3.1 we note that A x Y is C-embedded in X x Y. Let 
G = {G, 1 p E M} be a locally finite cozero-set cover of A x Y. Let {En 1 n E IV} and 
{F, 1 n E Pi} be C-nets of X and Y, respectively, where we put 
E,={E(X* ).‘.) X,)1X1 )..‘, &E/l} 
and 
Fn = {F(cu I,..., Q,) 1 Q] ).‘.) a, E a}. 
Since X and Y are collectionwise normal and countably paracompact, for each n E N 
there exists locally finite cozero-set covers 
{f%.-,~n) I Xl,...,& En} and {L(a+.,a,) I cq,...,a, E Q} 
of X and Y, respectively, such that 
E(X,) . . . ,X,)CH(Xj ,..., A,) forXt ,..., &En, 
and 
F(or,... ,c~,)CL(al,..., a,) forar ,..,, anEn. 
By assumption, for every p E M, there exists a cozero-set HP of X x Y such that 
HP n (A x Y) = G,. 
ForeachXt,..., X,~ilanda,,...,a,~Rdefine 
D(X ,,..., &;a ,,..., on)= (E(Xr ,..., X,)nClA) xF(c~ ,,..., a,) 
and for each 72 E N, let us define 
A, = (X,, . . . , Xn;aI,. . . ,cu,)Ithereexistpi~M, i=l,..., Ic, suchthat 
D(Xr ,..., X,;o ,,..., Q&H,,, &EA, aj~Q,j=l ,..., n . 
i=l 
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For each (A,,. . , X,; al,. . . ) a,) E A,, select ,u~, . . , pk E A4 with 
qx,,. . . A,; CYI) . . . , a,) c U{H/& ( i = 1,. . . Ic}, 
and define A(x,, . . , X,;al~ . . . . a,) = {pi,. . , pk}. 
Let us put 
U={(Wt ,..‘,~,)X-qW, .“, “n))nq 
p~En(x I,..., X,;a ,,... :on), (XI,..., X,;cq r..., an)~A,, HEN}. 
Then one can easily show that 24 is a a-locally finite cozero-set collection of X x Y and 
U~(AXY)<{G,(~EM}. 
Next we shall show A x Y c UU. To see this, pick a (z, y) E A x Y. Then there 
exist X1, X2,. . l Aandcrl,c~,...~S;!suchthat 
{E(Xt ,. . , A,) 1 n E N} is a local net of C(r) (1) 
and 
{F(w, . . . , a,) ) 72 E IV} is a local net of C(y). (2) 
Since C(y) is compact and A is P-embedded in X, A x C(y) is P-embedded in X x Y 
[4,6]. Hence there exists a locally finite cozero-set cover {GE 1 p E M} of X x Y such 
that 
G; n (A x C(y)) c H, n (A x C(y)) = G, n (A x C(y)). 
Clearly A x C(y) c U{G;L n H,, / ,u E Al} and l_{G; n Hp 1 p E M} is a cozero-set 






(COCOA) x C(Y)C U{G;~ Hp I pi M}. 
Since (C(Z) n Cl A) x C(y) is countably compact and {G; n Hp I p E M} is locally 
finite in X x Y, there exists finite PI! . . . : pk E M such that 
(C(z)nClA) xC(y)cU{G;tnH,t Ii= l,...,k}. 
Define 
D=u{H,% Ii=l,....k}u{(X-ClA)xY}. 
Then it follows that C(Z) x C(y) c D. Define 
P(Q,, . . , a,) = U {P ( P is open in X, P x F(al, . . . , a,) c II} 
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for every n E N. Since F(cq, . . . , cx,) 3 F(cq,. . . ,a,,~,+~), we have 
P(ot,... ,a,) c fy~l,...,%,Qn+l). 
Since C(y) is compact, and by (2), we have 
C(x) CU{P(olr4%) InEN}. 
Since C(Z) is countably compact, and by (I), there exist Ic, n E N such that 
C(Z) c E(XI,. . . , A,) c P(w,. . . , Lyk). 
We define m = max{n, Ic}. Then it follows that 
E(Xl,..., X,)xF(Cq )‘.., a,)cE(X1,..., X,)xF(a ,,..., %) 
CP(a*,... ) CQ) x F(a1,. . . ) cylc) c D. 
Therefore 
C(Z) x C(y) c E(Xl,. . . ) A,) x F(Ql,.. . , a,) 
cD=u{HJi=l,..., Ic}u{(X-ClA)xY}. 
So we can show that 
(C(Z) n Cl A) x C(y) c (E(X,, . . . , A,) n Cl A) x F(cwt, . . . , a,) 
c U{H,% ) i = 1,. . . ) k}. 
Hence (Xl,. . , A,; ~1,. . , a,) E A,, and at the same time for some 
p E A(&,. . .,&rL;Ql,. . .,&7X) 
we have 
(xc1 y) E (WV,. . . , ha) x L(m,. . . , wn,) n HP, 
Thus we have shown (5, y) E UU, which means that A x Y c UU. 
By the way, since A x Y is C-embedded in X x Y and UU is a cozero-set of X x Y, 
there exists a cozero-set W of X x Y such that 
(AxY)nW=0 and XxY-UUcw. 
ThenU’ = UU{w} IS a g-locally finite cozero-set cover of X x Y and U’tI (A x Y) < 6. 
Thus, A x Y is P-embedded in X x Y, which completes the proof. 0 
As for the result that C-embedding of A x Y in X x Y implies its P-embedding in 
X x Y, as is mentioned in Section 1 the case for Y being metrizable was proved by 
Wasko [ 121. The following theorem generalizes this result; the proof is analogous to that 
for Wasko’s theorem and we give it here for completeness. A space is a a-space if it has 
a a-locally finite net [9]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a P-embedded subset of a space X and Y a paracompact 
a-space. Then A x Y is C-embedded in X x Y iff A x Y is P-embedded in X x Y. 
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Proof. It suffices to show the “only if” part. Let U = {U, 1 cy E f2) be a locally finite 
cozero-set cover of A x Y. By assumption of A x Y, for any Q E Q there exists a 
cozero-set UG of X x Y such that U: n (A x Y) = U,. Since U, is a cozero-set, for 
each cy E R there exist collections 
{U,,,, / 12 E W} and {J’,,, 17~ E W 
of cozero-sets and of zero-sets of A x Y, respectively, such that 
Ua.n--l c F,,,-1 c U,,, c U, and U{ljy~,~ 1 n E N} = U,. 
Put 
K, = u{&IL--I I (I: E a>. 
Then K, is a zero-set of A x Y by [6]. Let E = U& be a a-locally finite net of Y, 
where E, = {Ex 1 X E A,} is locally finite. Since Y is paracompact, for each n E N 
there exists a locally finite cozero-set collection {HA 1 X E A,} of Y such that Ex c HA 
for any X E A,. Define A = U{A, / n E N}. We pick a point ZA from Ex for each 
X E A. For any (a, n, A) E R x N x A, put 
U cY,n,X = {II: E X / (2, a) E U,.,} and K,J = {x E X I (z, ZX) E K,}. 
Then it follows that {U,,,J I LY E f2) is a locally finite cozero-set collection of A and 
K n,X c U{ U a,n,X I a E w 
for any n E N and X E A. Clearly K+ is a zero-set of A. Therefore {U,,,,X I a E f2} U 
{A- K,,x} is a locally finite cozero-set cover of A for each (n, A) E N x A. Since A is P- 
embedded in X, there exists a locally finite cozero-set cover {W,,,,X I a E f2} u {L,J} 
of X such that 
Wcu,n,~ r- A c Ua,n,~, L,,x n A c A - K,,x. (3) 
Hence 
&,A c U{K,G I Q E fl> (4) 
for any (a, n) E R x N. Define 
I+ = { (W,,,,x xHA)nU;laEn, TLEN, XEA}. 
Then W is a a-locally finite cozero-set collection of X x Y. 
We shall show that A x Y c (J W. To show this, pick a (z, y) E A x Y. Since U is 
a locally finite cover, there exist a finite subset y of 0 and an n E N such that 
(2,~) E U{ljry,rr-I I Q E Q) n f--){k I Q E r} - u{F,,:n I a E 6’ - r}. 
Since I is a net, there exists X E A such that 
&IA E 1x1 x Ex c U{U~,A I Q E Q> n n{l;u 1 U: E Y) 
(5) 
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Therefore z E K,,x, and hence there exists a ,O E R such that z E Wp,,,x by (4). 
From (3), 2 E UP,+, which implies (z, .ZX) E Up,,. Hence, we have ,B E y because 
of (5). It follows that 
which shows A x Y c UK’. Since A x Y is C-embedded in X x Y and U W is a 
cozero-set of X x Y and includes A x Y, there exists a cozero-set W of X x Y such that 
(AxY)nW=0andWU{W} covers X x Y. Hence W U {IV} is a a-locally finite 
cozero-set cover of X x Y and (W U {IV}) n (A x Y) < Z.4. Thus A x Y is P-embedded 
in X x Y. This completes the proof. 0 
The following theorem, which is proved in [ 131, follows from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a normal P-space and A be P-embedded in X. Let Y be a 
paracompact o-space. Then A x Y is C*-embedded in X x Y iff A x Y is P-embedded 
in X x Y. 
Viewing the question stated above before Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, the following problem 
is natural, but unknown to the authors. 
Problem. Let A be P-embedded in X and Y a paracompact C-space. Assume A x Y 
is C-embedded in X x Y. Then must A x Y be P-embedded in X x Y? 
4. A theorem on normality of product spaces 
In [ 141, Yang posed the following problem: let X be a collectionwise normal P-space 
and Y a paracompact C-space. Then does it hold that X x Y is normal iff X x Y is 
collectionwise normal? Yang proved there that the problem is positive if X is normal 
countably compact with a proof under a somewhat complicated idea. In this section we 
prove the following theorem which generalizes the Yang’s result, and our proof seems 
simpler than the Yang’s proof. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a collectionwise normal C-space and Y a paracompact C- 
space. Then X x Y is normal iff X x Y is collectionwise normal. 
To prove the theorem we need the following lemma (for the proof see [l]): 
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a normal and countably paracompact space. Then X is collec- 
tionwise normal ifffor any locally jnite collection D of closed sets of X there exists a 
a-locallyjinite open cover U of X such that each U E U intersects at mostjnitely many 
members of 2). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The “only if” part is needed to prove. Assume X x Y is normal. 
Then by [71, X x Y is countably paracompact. Let {D, 1 p E M} be a locally finite 
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collection of closed sets of X x Y. To prove our theorem by Lemma 4.2 it suffices to show 
that there exists a a-locally finite open cover U of X x Y such that {D, j D, n U # 0) 
is finite for any U E U. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.2 let {En 1 n E Pi} and {Fn 1 n E N} be C-nets of X 
and Y, respectively, where we express 
E, = { E(X,, . . . ) A,) 1 XI,. . , A, E A} and 
55 = {F(W:. . ,a,) / cl,, . . . ,CYn E fl}. 
Since X and Y are collectionwise normal and countably paracompact, there exists locally 
finite open covers 
{H(&..., X,)IXl,...J,EA} and {L(Q,: . . . . a,) 1 CYI ,..., a, E f2} 
of X and Y, respectively, such that 
E(X,, . . . ,X,)cH(X, ,... ,A,) foranyX,,...:X,EA! and 
F(a,, . . ) a,) C L(al, . , a,) for any cy, ~. . , an E l2 
for every n E N. Let us define for each TV E N 
& = {(A,, . . , A,; ~1,. . . , a,) I for all but finite p’s in M 
(E(X,,.. .,A,) x F(a,....,cu,))nD, = 0, A, E A, ai E R, i = l>...,n}. 
For any (X,, . . . . XR;cq,. . . , a,) E A,, nEN,weselect~,,...,~kEMsuchthat 
(W,. . , Lx) x F(w:. . . ~4) n (u {D, I p E M - {pi 1 i = 1,. . , k}}) 
= 0 
and define 




Then W(X,, . . . , A,; cq, . . .,cr,)isopenforany(X, ,..., &;a, ,..., a,)EA,,neN. 
Define 
.?4 = {W(X I,... ,Xn;o ,,..., a,) I (A ,,.... X,;(Y I,.. .,a,) E A,. n E W}. 
Then it is easy to see that U is a a-locally finite open collection of X x Y and each 
member of L4 meets at most finitely many members of 2). 
Finally we shall show that U is a cover of X x Y. Pick a (2, y) E X x Y. Since C(z) 
is countably compact, C(y) is compact and {D, I p E M} is locally finite, there exist 
~1~. . i pk E M such that 
(C(Z) x C(Y)) n (u {D, I P E M - {A I i = 1,. . . , Q}) = 0. 
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Then as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we see that there exist XI, . . . , A, E A and 
W,...,%l E L? for some m E N such that 
C(z) xC(y)c-q&,...,&72) X~(~l>...,%) 
c x x Y - IJ {Dp I P E A4 - {pi 1 i = 1,. . . , k}}. 
Hencewehave(X1,...,X,;cul,...,~,)EA,,anditfollowsthat 
(Z,Y) E W(h,.. . , An; Ql, . ‘. , %I). 
Therefore it follows that X x Y = UU. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
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